[Features of brain biopotentials' spatial organization in adolescents].
Adolescence is characterized by an intensive formation of inter-regional cortical fields interaction, in this period significantly reorganized the activities of deep brain structures and cortical-subcortical interaction are enhanced. Our objectives were to evaluate the nature of changes in the spatial organization of brain bioelectric potentials with age and characteristics of such an organization in adolescents. For this purpose, EEG studies have been conducted in 230 subjects of both sexes aged 4 to 35 years. We estimated interdependent changes of biopotentials correlations fluctuations in 20-lead EEG, using the integral index Vol. Analyzed age-related changes of EEG correlations in rest condition and during verbal activity (Russian and English texts audition). Verbal tasks were sued in subjects over 8 years. It was found that the spatial synchronization of the EEG both in background and verbal activity increases with age, but after 20 years the rate of change is significantly reduced. In adolescence (12-17 years old), sex differences appear between the degree of EEG coherence processes occurring in the left and right hemispheres in subjects performing verbal tasks. In males 12 to 14 years nonlinear changes in overall correlation (indicators VOL) was observed, whereas in females of this age systemic reorganization of the brain interrelations occurs more smoothly, ahead of 1.5-2 years.